This paper presents a subspace SVM ensemble algorithm for adaptive relevance feedback (RF) learning. Our method deals with the case that user's relevance feedback examples are usually insufficient and overlapped together in feature space, which decreases the learning effectiveness of RF classifiers. To enhance classification efficiency in such case, multiple SVMs are learned by clustering-based training set partition, each of which fits its cluster-specific sample distribution and gives labeling regressions to test samples that fall within this cluster. To adapt features to sample distribution within each cluster, AdaBoost feature selection is conducted onto pyramid Haar of H&I bands in HSI space. In AdaBoost, we evaluate the feature discriminative ability by an entropy-based uncertainty criterion, based on which an Eigen feature subspace is constructed in cluster-specific SVM training. Finally, regression results of multiple SVMs are probabilistic assembled to give the final labeling prediction for test image. We compare our cluster-based cascade SVMs (CSS) RF method in COREL 5,000 database with: 1. Single SVM; 2. Active Learning SVM [5]; 3. Bootstrap Sampling SVM [7] . The superior experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) aims at retrieving images based on their visual contents. It is a long-standing research hot spot over the past decade [1] . However, performances of state-of-the-art CBIR systems are still unsatisfactory due to the semantic gap between image visual contents and human's image perception.
To bridge the semantic gap, relevance feedback (RF) [2] was introduced into CBIR as an online learning strategy to reveal user retrieval intention. Many methods are adopted in relevance feedback learning, such as query vector movement (QVM) and query expansion (QE), both of which are derived from traditional text retrieval. Recently, there is an increasing research interest [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] in using machine learning methods for RF learning, in which the manually-labeled positive & negative images are treated as training examples to learn a probabilistic binary classifier, based on which the prediction probabilities of image labeling are adopted to refine similarity ranking.
The demand of human labeling in relevance feedback restricts the acquirement of sufficient training examples for classifier learning. Generally speaking, there are two crucial issues to design an effective RF classifier:
1. Training Sample Distribution: Since the retrieval results are visually similar to the query example, their distributions usually overlapped with each other in feature space. In this case, single classifier usually faces the difficulty to effectively partition such overlapping data using only insufficient and asymmetric labels.
2. Visual Feature Selection: RF algorithms should choose good features for classifier learning. Such features should congregate perceptually similar images while partition perceptually diverse ones. To adapt such demand in RF, learning-based feature selections methods [8] is required.
To deal with the first issue, adaptive sampling strategies are proposed in literature [5] [6] [7] . Two representative strategies includes: active learning sampling [5] [6] and Bootstrap sampling [7] (both of which usually adopt SVM for transductive classification). In active learning sampling [5] [6] , samples that are close to classification hyper-plane are adaptively chosen to train new SVM, which selects the most "informative" samples instead of randomly sampling. Such selection can be evaluated by entropy-based uncertainty lost to halve the version space at each round RF. In Bootstrap sampling based relevance feedback learning, by sample bootstrapping and classifier aggregation, [7] used randomlyselected training sets to overcome the drawbacks of sample insufficiency and sample asymmetry. However, how to better deal with the overlapped training samples is still an open problem.
To deal with the second issue, boosting feature selection is proposed in literature [8, 9] . Tieu [8] adopted AdaBoost in RF learning. He constructed a "highly selective" feature set from a high-dimensional feature space. However, the computational efficiency of [8] is low since over 46,000 features are extracted from each image. Hertz [9] proposed a DisBoost algorithm to learn a distance function by boosting binary classifiers with a confidence interval in the product space. However, over-fitting problem would happen in DisBoost algorithm when training weak classifiers with insufficient and overlapped feedback samples.
This paper presents a clustering-based subspace SVM ensemble algorithm to overcome above two problems by a unified framework. Form interaction interface aspect, our strategy differs from state-of-the-art RF procedures: Based on image query, we firstly extend the most similar images by nearest neighbor expansion. Then a C-Mean clustering process is conducted to divide these images into visually similar groups. Subsequently, users' relevance feedback is demanded within each cluster to label images of this cluster as training examples. From learning algorithm aspect, in each image cluster, the Eigen feature subspace is boosted from a base feature set using an entropy-based uncertainty criterion, based on which cluster-specific SVM is trained to give labeling prediction for examples that fall within this cluster. For a test images in the database, the regression results of these subspace SVMs are probabilistic intergrated to output a final decision, in which the voting probability is based on the distance between test example and these clusters. These probabilities are treated as visual distances for refined similarity ranking (Fig.1) .
In particular, two above issues are addressed as follows: 1. We train cluster-specific SVMs in their best-fit feature subspace to follow the distribution of training samples. We refine traditional SVM training by clustering-based sample selection. Comparing to passive sampling, in the case that training samples are overlapped, our method can adaptively fit data distribution by conjunctive local approximation and hence can save computational time.
2. Based on Eigen feature subspace boosting as well as adaptive SVM regression assembling, we construct a clustering-driven, subspace-selective semantic space for perceptually similar ranking. 
CLUSTERING-BASED SUBSPACE SVMS
Based on initial query results, similar to Chen [9] , we partition the most similar returning images into C clusters. The top m returning results are extended to include k m images (k images for each cluster) in the database by nearest neighbor extension. Subsequently, a C Means clustering process is conducted to cluster images into C clusters, in which we use Minimal Description Length (MDL) criterion [10] to determine C.
Based on cluster-specific relevance feedbacks of user, we present a two-step learning strategy to train SVM in each cluster: 1). an entropy-based criterion is proposed to boost a discriminant feature subspace using AdaBoost [13] . 2). using "Eigen" subspace, we train SVM in this cluster, and utilize its regression results to produce the probabilistic labels of images that fall within this cluster.
As the first step, for a cluster that contains several images from above k m images, suppose the positive and negative samples are Ip i (i = 1 to n p ) and In j (j = 1 to n n ) respectively. We construct a weak classifier for each feature using an entropy-based criterion as follows:
The distances between each image and labeled images (positive and negative) in each cluster are calculated as: 
In each cluster, entropy-based K-L divergence is adopted to evaluate the target representation of each feature as: 
, , , [13] to select top N most discriminative features to construct an Eigen feature set. In this Eigen feature subspace, a SVM is trained for this cluster to fit its cluster-specific sample distribution.
SUBSPACE SVMS ENSEMBLE FOR RF
Different from traditional SVM ensemble methods [4, 12] which usually adopt simply classifier voting in labeling prediction, we combine regression results from subspace SVMs by probabilistic integration to give the final labeling prediction. In each cluster, we adopt SVM regression results instead of binary Positive/Negative labeling to classify the unlabeled images that falls within this cluster. To address the margin problem, we distribute each test image to multiple clusters by a distance-based probability as: 
where Dis(i, j) is the distance between i th image and j th cluster center in original feature space, divided by the variance of this cluster; Dis min is the minimum distance between i th image and all cluster centers. We normalize SVM regression results into [-1, 1] and probabilistically combine them to produce our final prediction about the labeling of each image for ranking.
Tab.1 presents our subspace SVM ensemble algorithm. By subspace SVMs ensemble, the final classification hyperplane can be considered as a clustering-based, subspacemixture hyper-plane. Dealing with the training examples overlapping problem and conjunct subspace SVMs by local margin approximation, our method is more adaptive to users' query concept. 
} Output: Select top n most nearest images to users
We briefly compare our Clustering-based Subspace SVM (CSS) with bootstrap sampling SVM [7] and active learning SVM [5] as follows. The experimental comparison is further presented in Section.4. CSS vs. Bootstrap Sampling SVM: Tao [7] proposed a bootstrap-based random sampling algorithm to address the problems of sample insufficiency and sample asymmetry in relevance feedback learning. He utilized an asymmetry bagging strategy to randomly partition negative samples into several overlapped subsets to train SVMs, based on which multiple SVMs are assembled by sequential aggregation.
In our method, based on cluster-based user labeling in RF interaction, cluster-specific training sets are gain to facilitate classifier to find a good partition in each cluster. Furthermore, we use Eigen subspace instead of random subspace [7] . Comparing to [7] , our merits lie in:
1. CSS elaborately selects cluster-specific labels for training. It fits sample distribution better by local approximation and global conjunction. Since the time cost of SVM training is exponential proportional to the volume of training set, the computational efficiency of our method is far better in online RF scenario.
2. CSS adaptively use less discriminant features in SVM training to avoid the small sample learning problem, which is more appropriate than randomly feature selection in [7] .
CSS vs. Active Learning Sampling SVM: In active learning sampling, there are two commonly-used strategies:
1. Maytal [11] adopted sample density estimation for training sample selection: uncertain regions in feature space would be densely sampled while determinative regions would be sparsely sampled. 2. Tong [5] proposed a criterion to adaptively select the sampling points that closest to the classification hyper-plane for SVM training in relevance feedback.
Comparing to active learning sampling [5, 11] , CSS also merits in dealing with overlapping training data: If the data is generated from two heavily overlapping Gaussian distribution, the decision boundary would go right through the densest region, and consequently its corresponding SVM would perform poorly. In such scenario, CSS partition would be a more feasible solution. Furthermore, since CSS adaptively maps each image cluster to its fitness feature subspace, it can further avoid the negative effect of feature over fitting in SVM training.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Experimental Setup:
In our method, 3-level pyramid Haar wavelet features are adopted to construct a hierarchical feature vector. Different from traditional methods which extract features from solely color component (I or H in HSI; R, G, B of RGB), we extract the Hue histogram from LL components in H-band Haar and the LH, HL and HH wavelet coefficient histogram in I-band Haar at each resolution. The 360-bin Hue histogram can be considered as the color representation of an image, while the 3×64-bin wavelet coefficient histogram can be regarded as its texture description. Subsequently, 552 features are constructed at each resolution, which form a 1656-dimentional feature base set in 3 resolutions for boosting selection. We offline extract these features in image database and construct a hierarchical color & texture representation for each image.
Our experiments are conducted on a subset of COREL image database, with over 5,000 general purpose images based on 50 CD-ROMs published by COREL Corporation. 500 images (10 of each) are randomly selected as query set. All our experiments are performed on a 3.0 GHz Intel ® Pentium IV machine with 1 GB RAM. The algorithms are implemented using C++ in MS ® Visual Studio environment. We use precision-recall curve to evaluate our relevance feedback performance. Precision and recall are calculated using Eq.8, in which n related is the number of correctly returning images; n return represents the total number of returning images; n 0 is the related image number in database: 
Recall Precision
Initial Ranking C is 3-4 in our experiments), based on which user can label at most 10 images within each cluster as positive/negative. Clustering-based Subspace SVM Ensemble (CSS) vs. Standard SVM: As presented in Fig.3 , by clustering-based sample selection, proposed method (CSS) significant outperforms standard SVM learning method based on passive sampling. Besides Fig.3 , we also discover that the performance enhancement is over 20% in top 40 images and over 14% in top 35 images for first RF; over 26% in top 50 images and over 18% in top 45 images for second RF. Clustering-based Subspace SVM Ensemble (CSS) vs. Bootstrap Sampling SVM: As presented in Fig.4 , compared to bootstrap sampling [7] , our method is more efficient in first and second RF operations. Besides Fig.4 , we also discover that the performance enhancement is over 10% in top 40 images and over 14% in top 45 images for first RF; over 16% in top 50 images and over 8% in top 45 images for second RF. 
5
. CONCLUSION This paper presents a clustering-based subspace SVM ensemble framework for adaptive relevance feedback. Our contribution is two-folds: From human-computer interaction viewpoint, to better capture users' retrieval intension, we extend traditional relevance feedback to cluster-level interaction by nearest-neighborhood result extension and cluster-specific user labeling. From learning algorithm improvement aspect, we adopt AdaBoost feature selection to discover the Eigen feature subspace for each cluster, based on which cluster-specific SVMs are trained for labeling regression. By integrating SVM regression results, we can give probabilistic labels of images for similarity re-ranking. In experiments, our method outperforms bootstrap sampling SVM [7] and active learning sampling SVM [5] in COREL 5,000 dataset, which demonstrates our effectiveness. 
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